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Medical Genomics

Primer on Medical Genomics
Part VII: The Evolving Concept of the Gene

ERIC D. WIEBEN, PHD

The draft sequence of the human genome was reported 2
years ago, and the task of filling gaps and polishing the
sequence is nearing completion. However, despite this re-
markable achievement, there is still no definitive assess-
ment of the number of genes contained in the human
genome. In part, this uncertainty reflects our growing un-
derstanding of the complexity and diversity of gene struc-
ture. Examples of complex gene structure are considered
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What is a gene?

This is the first question posed to medical students on the
first day of classes at Mayo Medical School, Rochester,
Minn. That timing is not accidental because an understand-
ing of gene structure and function is becoming a fundamen-
tal component of training in modern medicine. The an-
swers from students tend to be in 3 categories—definitions
that focus on phenotype (“something that determines a
particular trait”), those that focus on structure (“a segment
of DNA that codes for a protein”), and those that focus on
heritability (“a unit of inheritance”). All are correct, and all
are lacking.

Almost the entire human genome sequence is now in
“finished” form (with an accuracy of fewer than 1 error per
10,000 bases of DNA); however, bets are still being taken
(literally—see Gene Sweepstake1) about how many genes
it takes to make a human. If the sequence is known, why is
there difficulty in determining the final number of genes?

Although we now have a solid understanding of the
order of nucleotides across most areas of the genome, our
increasing knowledge of gene structure and function has
revealed new complexities that complicate our attempts to
describe succinctly the structure and function of human
genes.

In practice, experts do little better than beginning medi-
cal students in trying to arrive at a universal definition of a
gene.

in the context of a discussion about the evolution of our
understanding of gene structure and function.
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The Human Gene Nomenclature Committee focuses on
phenotype and defines a gene as “a DNA segment that
contributes to phenotype/function. In the absence of dem-
onstrated function a gene may be characterized by se-
quence, transcription or homology.”2

The Gene Sweepstake Web site concentrates more on
the expression pattern of a DNA sequence and defines a
gene as follows:

A gene is a set of connected transcripts. A transcript is a set of
exons via transcription followed (optionally) by pre-mRNA [mes-
senger RNA] splicing. Two transcripts are connected if they share
at least part of one exon in the genomic coordinates. At least one
transcript must be expressed outside of the nucleus and one tran-
script must encode a protein.1

An article in a Web issue of ISUMA: Canadian Journal
of Policy Research presents a thoughtful analysis of the
issues in defining a gene and concludes that “recent studies
have made it impossible to give a functional definition of
the gene.”3

Thus, it is instructive to review how our understanding
of genes has changed over time.

EARLY CONCEPTS
Aristotle4 noted that “children often inherit anything that is
peculiar in their parents,” but an understanding of how
parents can pass traits on to their offspring is relatively
recent. The careful work of Mendel5 on peas was not
noticed or appreciated at the time it was first reported in
1865; however, it was rediscovered at the turn of the
century, and the central conclusions were applied to sev-
eral other early studies in what William Bateson termed
genetics. In the preface to a translation of some of
Mendel’s work in 1902, Bateson summed up what was
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then known about the physical basis of heredity in this
memorable passage:

We have no glimmering of an idea as to what constitutes the
essential process by which the likeness of the parent is transmitted
to the offspring.…The process is as utterly mysterious to us as a
flash of lightning is to a savage. We do not know what is the
essential agent in the transmission of parental characters, not even
whether it is a material agent or not. Not only is our ignorance
complete, but no one has the remotest idea how to set to work on
that part of the problem.6

Bateson’s enthusiasm for Mendel’s conclusions on the
“science of heredity” led him to propose further studies to
define the “precise definition of their scope and limita-
tions.” Despite increasing interest in these issues at that
time, Bateson’s grant application to the Carnegie Institu-
tion of Washington was not funded.7 Perhaps he had been a
little too convincing about the state of ignorance in the field
at that time.

The word gene is attributed to Johannsen, who intro-
duced the term in 1909 with an imprecision that continues
to this day. According to Shull,8 Johannsen used the term
gene “to denote an internal something or condition upon
whose presence an elementary morphological or physi-
ological characteristic depends.” Thus, the first definition
of the gene focused on a cellular component that directs
some aspect of phenotype. This concept is central to our
understanding of genes and remains a key element of any
definition of a gene.

There was little progress in determining the physical
nature of the gene for several decades after the term was
coined. Early experiments with Drosophila by Morgan9 led
to the conclusion that genes were actual physical entities
that are linked together on chromosomes. An article in
1933 by Demerec10 suggested that genes were “single com-
plex organic molecules” and used thymus nucleic acid
(DNA) as an illustrative example.

THE DNA ERA
The next real progress in the understanding of the physical
nature of heredity did not occur until the 1940s, when work
by Beadle and Tatum on the bread mold Neurospora led to
what was later called the “one gene-one enzyme hypoth-
esis.”11 In 1944, Avery et al12 established that DNA alone
was capable of passing on a heritable trait, the encapsula-
tion of pneumococci. Nevertheless, 9 years passed before
Watson and Crick13 published the structure of DNA in
1953. The first experiments supporting the idea that infor-
mation flows from DNA to protein via a triplet, nonover-
lapping, degenerate genetic code were not published until
1961.14 Twenty years after the experiments on pneumo-
cocci, Yanofsky et al15 and Sarabhai et al16 independently

demonstrated the colinearity between gene structure and
protein structure, cementing the concept of a gene as a
linear segment of nucleotides in DNA that code for a
particular protein.

GENES IN 1975
By the mid-1970s there was pronounced confidence that
we had a mature understanding of gene structure and a
solid understanding of the mechanics of gene expression.
Estimates of the number of genes in humans based almost
solely on genetic considerations suggested that there were
between 4 × 104 and 105 genes in the genome, accounting
for less than 5% of the total amount of DNA in the nucleus
of a human cell. It was known that the proportion of the
genome that was transcribed exceeded that which was rep-
resented in messenger RNA (mRNA), but there was no
clear consensus about the identity or possible functions of
the “extra” transcribed sequences that never made it to the
final mRNA.17 Remember, DNA cloning methods were
still in their infancy and techniques for rapid and reliable
DNA sequencing had not yet been developed. Thus, all the
information on gene structure was indirect and had to be
inferred by careful analysis of genetic experiments in
model organisms. Further understanding of the structure of
genomes came from studies that separated the 2 strands of
DNA and then observed what happened when the strands
were allowed to reanneal. Given these limitations, the pre-
vailing thoughts about gene structure based on genetic
analysis were surprisingly accurate.

The concept of a “transcription unit” at that time con-
sisted of a single regulatory region adjacent to a region that
codes for protein. The primary products of transcription
(collectively referred to as heterogeneous nuclear RNA
[hnRNA]) were thought to be longer than the final mRNAs
in many cases, necessitating some sort of cleavage reaction
to remove the extra sequences before a functional mRNA
could be produced. Since both hnRNA and mRNA mol-
ecules were known to have poly(A) tails at their 3′ ends, the
prevailing wisdom was that the coding portion of the tran-
script was localized to a contiguous stretch of nucleotides
near the 3′ end of the transcribed sequence, while the 5′ end
was simply degraded in the nucleus (Figure 1) shortly after
transcription was completed. This model accounted for the
observed higher turnover rates for the precursor hnRNAs
and provided a logical path for information flow from
DNA to mRNA,17 but the models of gene structure and
function at that time also acknowledged some uncertain-
ties. It was known that not every mRNA became
polyadenylated; thus, there was some thought that a given
hnRNA could give rise to more than 1 mRNA. Addition-
ally, it was not clear that every hnRNA transcript was
capable of giving rise to functional mRNA. It was thought
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Figure 2. Structure of a “typical” gene in the era of the sequenced
genome that conforms to the mean statistics for human genes as
described at the time of the publication of the draft human genome
sequence.20 bp = base pair; kb = kilobase.

Figure 1. Gene structure and function as understood before the
discovery of introns. By 1975, there was good reason to believe
that the primary transcripts of genes were longer than the final
messenger RNAs (mRNAs). Since poly(A) tails were known to
be present on both heterogeneous nuclear RNA (HnRNA) tran-
scripts and mRNA, and the poly(A) segments were localized at
the 3′ end of transcripts, it was logical to hypothesize that extra 5′
untranslated sequences were removed during processing in the
nucleus. bp = base pair; kb = kilobase.

that some of the observed instability of hnRNA might
derive from a set of transcripts that were simply made and
rapidly degraded.

DISCOVERY OF INTRONS
Two articles published nearly simultaneously in 1977 radi-
cally changed our understanding of gene structure.18,19 Di-
rect electron microscope comparisons of the structures of the
adenovirus DNA genome to the mRNAs made from the viral
genes revealed that the gene sequences were interrupted by
DNA that was not represented in the mRNA. The genes were
split into several pieces. The immediate implication of this
finding was that RNAs made from the gene would somehow
need to be cut and rejoined (spliced) to produce functional
mRNA. Not long after this finding, the scientific community
realized that split genes were the norm rather than the excep-
tion in eukaryotic organisms (Figure 2).

The realization that most mRNAs need to be stitched
together from segments of longer precursor RNAs started

an immediate effort to define the cellular machinery re-
sponsible for this exacting task. Were there specific se-
quences in all transcripts that marked intron-exon junc-
tions, or was intron excision directed by higher order
structures of the transcripts? This task was facilitated by
the nearly simultaneous development of rapid and effi-
cient techniques for DNA sequencing, which allowed
gene structures to be determined routinely at the nucle-
otide level for the first time. As more genes were se-
quenced, it became clear that there were short consensus
sequences that surrounded intron-exon junctions (Figure
3). The first 2 nucleotides of almost all intron sequences
in the DNA template were GT, the last 2 nucleotides were
AG (the GT-AG rule), and lower levels of conservation
were found at other regions near intron-exon borders.22

Much of the specificity for the splicing process derives
from the recognition of these short sequences by small
nuclear ribonucleoprotein complexes and specific protein
splicing factors. Specific small nuclear ribonucleoprotein
complexes contain small RNAs that base pair with par-
ticular sequences in the precursor RNA, directing the
precise excision of introns shortly after synthesis of the
precursor in the cell nucleus.23 (Emphasizing the impor-
tance of small nuclear RNAs in this process, recent work
has identified a minor class of small nuclear RNAs that
direct the excision of the small minority of introns that do
not conform to the GT-AG rule.24)
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Figure 4. Possibilities for alternative splicing in the Drosophila
DSCAM (Down syndrome cell adhesion molecule) gene. Exons 4,
6, 9, and 17 of this gene exist in multiple, similar (but not
identical) copies. During RNA processing, only 1 copy of each of
these exons is included in each messenger RNA (mRNA). This
creates the theoretical possibility of producing 38,016 distinct
mRNAs from this single gene.25 kb = kilobase.

Figure 3. Conserved sequences at splice junctions. Only the se-
quences at both ends of the intron (GT at the 5′ end and AG at the
3′ end [bold]) are found in almost all human introns.  The other
residues shown are the most common at each position relative to
intron-exon junctions, but there is considerably more variability
at other positions.21

Why are genes divided into multiple segments? As
DNA sequencing became routine and more genes and gene
transcripts were sequenced, the extent to which splicing
could influence gene expression began to be more com-
pletely appreciated. It became clear that the one gene-one
enzyme idea was a vast oversimplification because the splic-
ing process allowed a single gene to give rise to an entire
family of related transcripts. In the simplest case, a cell can
make a choice to include or exclude a particular exon from a
given mRNA; thus, the resulting protein will either include
or not include the amino acids coded by that exon. In other
cases, genes are structured to create a mutually exclusive
spectrum of exon choices that may be inserted into an
mRNA. The degree of variability that splicing can bring to
gene expression is not trivial. The Drosophila DSCAM
(Down syndrome cell adhesive molecule) gene has 48 differ-
ent alternatives for one exon, and an astounding 38,016
variant transcripts can be made from this one “gene” that is
only 61.2 kilobase in length (Figure 4).2

The implications from pre-mRNA splicing extend well
beyond the ability to create families of related proteins
from relatively compact segments of DNA, and they fur-
ther complicate efforts to develop a universal definition of
a gene. Several human genes are structured in such a way
that they have multiple choices for a first exon (not just
different choices for internal exons). This variation on a
theme creates significant possibilities for making the ex-
pression of that gene responsive to differing external
stimuli. For example, the human dystrophin gene (which
spans more than 2 million base pairs) has at least 7 different
promoters, each of which directs expression of the gene in a
particular cell type.26 Interestingly, 4 of these promoters are
located in the middle of the gene (upstream of exons 30, 45,
56, and 63), and 1 directs the synthesis of a protein that is
less than one third the size of the longest dystrophin.
Should these be considered separate proteins from separate
genes?

SPECIAL CASES
Although most genes that have been studied are transcribed
to RNAs that are processed and translated in a fairly
straightforward manner, numerous genes have a more com-
plex structure involving alternative splicing or alternative
promoters. However, even the more extreme examples of
alternative exon usage previously cited are straightforward
compared with some of the truly exotic gene arrangements
found in nature.

In trypanosomes and some other microorganisms,
“trans-splicing” can occur between the products of 2 differ-
ent transcription units (2 different “genes”?) to create a
novel mRNA that combines the sequences of both tran-
scription units (Figure 5).27 Should this be interpreted as 1

gene with 2 distinct transcription units or 2 separate genes
combining to make a single product?

For genes that undergo RNA editing, nucleotides are
added to or subtracted from the middle of an initial tran-
script under the direction of so-called guide RNAs28 (Fig-
ure 6). These guide RNAs are the products of entirely
separate segments of DNA located in other parts of the
genome, and yet they are absolutely required for the pro-
duction of a single functional mRNA. In one of the more
radical cases (cytochrome oxidase III in trypanosome
mitochondria), more than half of the nucleotides in the fi-
nal functional version of the mRNA are added posttran-
scriptionally under the direction of a series of guide
RNAs.30 In this setting, can the segment of DNA that
contributes less than half of the mRNA sequence really be
called “the gene” for cytochrome oxidase III?

Not all the special cases are limited to microorganisms.
Despite the fact that exons for protein-coding genes make
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Figure 6. Editing of the cytochrome B (CyB) RNA from Leishma-
nia tarentolae requires sequence information from a guide RNA
that base pairs to part of the primary transcript. This guide RNA is
transcribed from a separate gene (blue rectangle) and is used as a
template for the addition of multiple uridines to the initial RNA
transcript. The final edited RNA shown in B contains a number of
uridine residues (red) that are not coded for in the CyB gene.29

Figure 5. Mechanism of trans-splicing in trypanosomes. A common 5′ leader sequence (blue
solid) is added to separate coding exons (shown as colored solids), which can be synthesized
as part of a single polycistronic transcript. Thus, the final functional messenger RNAs
(mRNAs) are hybrids of sequences from 2 independent transcription units.

up only about 1% to 2% of the human genome, there
are actually several instances where genes overlap. In
one of the most bizarre instances uncovered to date, 2

human genes with medical importance (called p16INK4A
and p14ARF [INK = inhibitor of cyclin dependent kinase;
ARF = alternative reading frame]) actually use common
exons to code for completely different proteins.

One of the tumor suppressors implicated in some mela-
nomas is p16INK4A, a small protein that inhibits the
phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma gene product and
therefore is a negative regulator of the cell cycle.31 The 3-
exon gene for p16INK4A has been characterized and
maps to chromosome 9p21. Another tumor suppressor
implicated in some melanomas is p14ARF, which pro-
motes the activity of p53 by inhibiting the activity of
mdm2.32 Although the p14ARF gene also has 3 exons
and maps to chromosome 9p21, the sequences of the
p16INK4A and p14ARF gene products are completely
unrelated at the protein level. However, analysis of
mRNAs for these 2 tumor suppressors revealed that these
2 genes share common second and third exons (Figure
7).33 The 2 separate “genes” really differ only in the
sequence of their first exons, which code only for the first
few amino acids of each protein.

How can 2 different proteins be synthesized from essen-
tially the same mRNA sequence? In this case, the answer is
that the common portions of the mRNA sequence are trans-
lated by the protein synthesis machinery in 2 different
reading frames. In the normal process of protein synthesis,
the reading frame that will be used to decode the informa-
tion in the mRNA is established solely by the position of
the initiating AUG codon. After the process is initiated, the
ribosome decodes the mRNA sequence 3 nucleotides at a
time, without examining the possible coding potential of
ARFs. Since p16INK4A and p14ARF have separate and
distinct first exons, the mRNAs made from these genes
initiate protein synthesis in different reading frames, and
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Figure 7. Structure and sequence of the composite INK4A/ARF14 gene. Top, Sequences unique to the
ARF (alternative reading frame) transcript are shown in blue. Sequences unique to the INK4A
transcript are shown in red. Sequences that are common to both transcripts are shown in pink. Start
sites for transcription are depicted with bent arrows, and start sites for translation are marked with
translation initiation codons (ATG). The location of the respective translation stop codons is also
marked (stop). Untranslated regions of the exons are crosshatched. Bottom, Sequences surrounding
the exons of the INK4A/ARF14 gene are shown, and GenBank accession numbers are given.  Exon
sequences are shown in all capital letters, whereas flanking sequences and introns are shown in lower-
case letters. Coding regions unique to the ARF14 transcript are shown in blue, whereas coding
regions unique to the INK4A transcript are shown in red. Coding sequences shared by both transcripts
are shown in pink. Translation stop codons are underlined.

the remainder of the sequence from the common exons is
decoded by the ribosome to give proteins with different
amino acid sequences (Figure 8).

Note that this overlapping arrangement of exons creates
the possibility that a single point mutation can change the

structure of 2 proteins (this does occur). Nevertheless, there
are point mutations in the common exons that are silent in
the context of one gene but lead to amino acid changes in
the other protein (for example a T→C mutation at codon 62
of the INK4A mRNA leads to substitution of proline for
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Figure 8. BLAST alignment of the INK4A/ARF14 messenger RNAs (mRNAs) showing differences in the protein
sequence arising from translation in 2 different reading frames. RNA sequences of the p16INK4A mRNA (top, in
black lower-case letters) and the p14ARF mRNAs (bottom, in black lower-case letters) are identical over the
region shown. Protein sequences, shown in the single-letter amino acid code (p16INK4A in red, p14ARF in blue)
are different because the mRNAs are translated in different reading frames. BLAST = Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool; Sbjct = subject.

leucine, but this is a silent substitution in the context of
p14ARF coding potential).34

Based on the definition of a gene by the Human Gene
Nomenclature Committee, INK and ARF are clearly differ-
ent genes because they make 2 different contributions to
function—2 different proteins are produced. However,
based on the definition of a gene by the Gene Sweepstake
group, the “set of connected transcripts” that code for both
proteins defines the structure of a single INK/ARF gene.1

Clearly, having a molecular understanding of a gene does
not always provide a simple answer to the semantic issues.

Other overlapping sets of genes illustrate further com-
plications. In many organisms, some small nucleolar RNAs
(snoRNAs) that function in ribosomal RNA processing
reactions are cleaved from the introns of transcripts that
code for otherwise unrelated proteins. For example, murine
U14 snoRNA is encoded within an intron of the hsc70 gene
and relies on transcription of that gene for its synthesis.35 In
this case, one “set of connected transcripts” produced un-
der the direction of a single regulatory region codes for

both a protein product and a small RNA product, the U14
snoRNA. Can the U14 coding sequence be considered a
free-standing gene when it does not have its own promoter?
This theme can be carried to further extremes. Some tran-
scripts actually encode multiple, different mammalian
snoRNAs,36 yielding several RNAs that function indepen-
dently but all come from a single “set of connected tran-
scripts.”

WHAT IS A GENE?
Gelbart37 considers some of the difficulties mentioned
herein and concludes that “we may well have come to the
point where the use of the term ‘gene’ is of limited value
and might in fact be a hindrance to our understanding of the
genome.” Given the widespread use of the term and its
demonstrated ability to evolve with changing times, that
view is perhaps a bit unrealistic. However, it is important to
recognize that our increasing understanding of the genome
in molecular terms has broadened our thinking to the point
in which the term gene is sometimes as ambiguous as it was
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when it was first coined. From a structural standpoint, it
makes sense to define a gene in terms of the product(s) it
produces. A useful definition observing this spirit is found
in the latest edition of the Molecular Cell Biology text by
Lodish et al. A gene is a “physical and functional unit of
heredity, which carries information from one generation to
the next. In molecular terms, it is the entire DNA se-
quence—including exons, introns, and noncoding tran-
scription control regions—necessary for production of an
functional protein or RNA.”21

Primer on Medical Genomics Part VIII will appear in the July issue.


